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Abstract  

Brief for the assignment was to create Urdu font family which should match in similar visual appearance 

as the Vodafone Latin ones. Urdu Language is written in the Perso-Arabic script and is written from 

right to left just like Arabic and Persian. While designing Urdu one had to consider the appropriate 

calligraphic style. Nasta’liq is relatively difficult to typeset and it is very difficult to fit all glyphs in 

True Type Font. Considering our research we found that most of the Arabic text fonts are based on 

‘Naskh’ style. One has began practicing calligraphy first to understand the balance and harmony of the 

new script. The complete Urdu type face design process started from learning a script, language, right 

choice of calligraphy style then creating guidelines considering parameters of a script. And after 

studying all these steps one can actually start drawing the basic components for the whole Urdu 

typeface.  
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Introduction  

With changing scenario of Indian market number of multinational companies wanted to make 

multinational branding in India. In India there is wide diversity in terms of spoken languages 

and variety of script culture. Many renowned corporates wanted to establish their brand by 

communicating in different spoken languages. Thus it has made them to think about 

multilingual branding in India. 

Vodafone Essar, India is one of them who had developed their telecommunication network 

brand in India by doing multilingual branding. Vodafone Essar uses customized font for Latin. 

They have been using Latin font family for their branding all over the world. In India, 

Vodafone is using Devnagari font family to communicate in Hindi and Marathi. Hence Vodafone 

wanted to communicate in regional languages too. In 2007, WhiteCrow Designs had an 

opportunity to design TTF font families for other Seven Indian languages which are matching 

with visual properties of Vodafone’s Latin ones. In 2009, Vodafone Essar India Ltd. approached  

WhiteCrow with Urdu True Type Font design assignment. Brief from a client was to designed 

Urdu font in Regular, Light and Bold weight which should have match with in weight, contrast, 

proportions and feel of the Latin typeface has. 

As a beginner in type designing we had a challenge to work on language which is not a mother 

tongue and also to learn new script. Thus it was a task for us to know basics of Urdu language, 

about its letterforms, how it is used to be written, directions of stokes diacritical marks so on 

and so forth. For a beginner, while designing typeface it is favorable to know its language and 

script at least up to an elementary level. It is indeed helpful to a designer in terms of 

exploring letterforms and character building.  

Methodology 1 

Before Urdu font design project starts we had gone through a research about Urdu, as a script 

and language. Urdu is a central Indo-Aryan language of Indo-Iranian branch. It is an official 

language of India as well as Pakistan. Urdu language is written in the Perso-Arabic script. Urdu 

unlike Hindi and English is written from right to left. Another important feature of this perso-

arabic letters is the use of dots called ‘Nuktas’ above or below the letterforms. In Urdu there 

are 35 letters out of which 14 letters are adopted from Arabic and Persian language. They are 



used in pronunciation of Arabic and Persian language. There are 11 consonants which are used 

in pronunciation of Hindi language. 

 

Figure 1: 21 Letterforms in Urdu Language. 

 

Figure 2: 14 Letterforms from Arabic and Persian Language. 

Urdu is associated with ‘Nasta’liq’ style of Persian Calligraphy(Fig.3). Whereas Arabic is 

written in modern ‘Naskh’ style(Refer…..) of Calligraphy. These styles ARE influenced forms of 

letters to the different level.(samples of artwrk) 



 

Figure 3: Nasta’liq text from Urdu book ‘Khushakhti’. 

We found that most of the Urdu newspapers and other publishing media follows Nasta’liq style 

for Urdu typeset.(Fig.4) 

 

Figure 4: Printed text from ‘Urdu Balabharati- Part 1’ 



Nasta’liq is relatively difficult to typeset because in Nasta’liq style words are written in 

continuous uninterrupted line thus it has many ligatures. Letters are joined to each other by 

what we may call them as ‘connectors’. 

 

Figure 5: Ligatures in Nasta’liq text. 

Where as in Arabic text is written in modern ‘Naskh style.’ The modern Arabic and Persian is 

now widely printed and typed in linear style of ‘Naskh’. Considering our research we found 

that most of the Persian and Arabic text and diplay fonts based on ‘Naskh’ calligraphy style. 

(samples from Naskh) 



 

Figure 6: Printed Arabic text in Naskh style. 

Another aspect which we must have to consider was the client’s brief before deciding the 

style for the font. We were assigned to design True Type font for Urdu. Hence we had to 

choose appropriate style of calligraphy for Urdu Typeface design. Also it was challenging to fit 

variety of glyphs in limited scope. Nasta’liq is notoriously difficult to fit all glyphs in True Type 

font. Where as we found that most of the Arabic Text based on ‘Naskh’ style. Thus we decided 

Naskh calligraphy style to design a Vodafone Urdu font. 

We began practicing calligraphy in Urdu. Naskh Calligraphy used to be written with reed pen. 

It is necessary for any beginner to learn calligraphy of respective script because it is essential 

to get familiar with the shapes, letterforms and directions of strokes. It is an ideal method to 

be fair with shapes of letters, for maintaining contrast in text and for letter construction. 

Proportion for Naskh calligraphy based on Nuktas. Five Nukta height is equal to letter ‘Alif’. It 

may vary from 5 or sometimes 6 Nuktas. Four Nukta width is equal to letter ‘Be’, ‘Pe’, ‘Te’, 

‘Tae’. Baseline stroke thickness which is also linked to the overall stroke thickness. Naskh 

based fonts are more calligraphic thus there are more guidelines to make typeface very 

harmonious(Fig.7). Following are the observations which we considered as our guidelines while 

designing font.  



 

Figure 7: Naskh Calligraphy proportions. 

In Arabic and Persian letterforms there are different pen stroke that built up the letterforms. 

Also there is baeline, stream, tooth height , loop height, eye, knot, shoulder, head, slack tail, 

curried tail, diacritic dots and stiff tail. 

In Arabic or Persian script the concept of connectors and non-connectors explains the levels of 

which the character form will be located in the calligraphic writing. 

 



Figure 8: Urdu Calligraphy and letter-forms. 

The various forms in Urdu character according to its position in the word namely stand alone, 

initial, medial and final form. There are tooth heights and loop heights with two descenders 

and one baseline. We analyzed from calligraphy practiced that the extension always lands on 

the baseline if it is going to join two characters. Therefore every two characters always meet 

on baseline.  

 

Figure 9: Forms classification. 

Methodology 2 

The next step was to create a typographic guidelines which will proportionately match with 

Latin ones. There is no set exact set of rules that fits the Urdu typeface as in Latin  typeface. 

Thus we had started sketching Vodafone Latin characters to know the characteristics of 

typeface, thickness of letters, angles and stroke width. This practiced helped to get familiar 

with shapes and peculiarity of typeface.(samples from graph book) 



 

Figure 10: Vodafone Latin font Sketches I 

 

Figure 10.1: Vodafone Latin font Sketches II 

Vodafone Latin font is Mono thickness text type therefore our challenge was to follow this 

guideline to meet Urdu parameters. We had drawn Urdu glyphs from scratch keeping in mind 

that they should have the same weight, contrast, proportions and look and feel as the 

Vodafone’s Latin font. 



 

Figure 11: Sketches for Vodafone Urdu. 

Discussions and Observations  

Just as in Latin font there is no X-heights in Urdu font but there is loop height and tooth 

height. Here Calligraphy practice accompanied to create typographic guidelines for Urdu 

proportionate with Latin ones. Drawing basic components for the whole typeface we 

maintained the same mono thickness in Vodafone’s Urdu typeface. After that building up each 

and every glyph one has to test the all characters and different combinations. Further step 

was to type text in Urdu and match with Latin text. This exercise allows one to spot the 

different in weight, characters, contrast and to maintain same tone for both text.  



 

Figure 12: Corrections on text samples. 

After managing Vodafone Urdu Regular font we moved on Light and Bold version for same 

font. This task was relatively easier than drawing each and every glyph right from scratch. The 

guidelines for loop heights and tooth heights were already fixed hence we just had to maintain 

visual property respectively in Light and Bold. 

 

Figure 12.2: Corrections on text samples. 



In case of bold weight, one has to consider loops and Nukta that they should look open and 

legible enough in any printed text. Where as in Light weight, contrast in between spaces and 

text need to be adjusted. From discussions and observations on testing of Vodafone Regular, 

Light and Bold fonts we altered few forms, made changes in Nukta position to achieve 

maximum similarity in Urdu and Latin text in terms of their Visual appearances and harmony.  

 

Figure 13: Process of Urdu Typeface design. 



 

Figure 14: Vodafone Urdu font family. 

Conclusion 

Being beginner in Type design field we had followed the process of font design. This complete 

Urdu typeface design process  started from learning Urdu as script, language, right choice of 

calligraphy style then creating guidelines considering parameters of a script so on and so 

forth. All these steps are important while designing Urdu font. One has to know about the use 

of that font also with what purpose it will be used in market. Then the selection of a right 

style for Urdu typeface design which will go with the purpose of that font. Calligraphy 

practice is important as it plays significant role to understand guidelines and parameters on 

which Urdu characters are construct. And after studying all these steps one can actually start 

with drawing the basic components for the whole Urdu typeface. 

 While working on Vodafone Urdu True Type Font assignment we had modified the Urdu 

letterforms until it comes to closer with visual appearances of Vodafone Latin letters. We 



hope that one can achieve to illustrate the correct expression of non mother script by 

following process. 

 

 Figure 15: Vodafone Urdu Light and Bold Text. 
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